The box on pp. 30-3 1 is an overview of protocol design, implementation, and test concerns. Careful protocol description is important for many reasons. Early in the protocol's life cycle, descriptions give designers, who may be workmg on different protocol parts, a reference for cooperation and help them check the design for logical correctness. Later in the cycle, clear descriptions make it easy to check compliance across many implementations.
Informal techmques like narrative descriptions for protocol design and walkthroughs for protocol test are invaluable, but painful experience shows they are inadequate when used alone. Formal-specification methods from general softwareengineering practices are also necessary.' These methods provide not only a more reliable way to verify the specification but also a method for partially automating protocol design, implementation, and conformance testing.
Specification languages like Lotos (Language for Temporal Ordering Systems),' Estelle, and SDL (Specification Description Language) have been developed for writing OS1 protocols and services. Formal languages for specifymg test suites include Abstract Syntax Notation-1, which describes data structures, and Tree and Tabular Combined Notation: which describes test cases.
Unfortunately, these specification and test-suite languages (or notations) are incompatible. A Lotos specification's data is described in abstract data types, for example, while its behavior part is based on process algebra. TTCN is a tabular notation specification TProtocol [ci,L] 
SPECIFYING A PROTOCOL IN LOTOS
A Lotos specification consists of data and behavioral descriptions. Data is described in terms of abstract data types; behavior is described using the algebraic theory of processes, based on Mher's CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems). Behavioral description is essentially a hierarchy of nested processes that interact using gates. Figure 1 shows the behavior of a transport protocol (layer 4 ofthe OS1 reference model) expressed in Lotos. For simplicity, we have omitted all data-tqpe definitions.
Because Lotos is based on process algebra, it uses operators to express interprocess relationships. Nondeterninaq is an iinpomwt notion that distinguishes specification languages froin programming languages. Lotos offers several fiacilities for specifcing nondetenniilate behaxior. T h e main one is the choice ([ 1) operator, which is used with thc intemal event i.
I'rotocol desigiers can use i to represent many protocol features abstractly. Examples are the achowledgnient policies in a transport protocol -the reasons for sending it -and the unreliable nature of a protocol's underlying service pro-\;der. The Open process in Figure 1 consists of seven altemative behaviors. The behavior i;L!;u< states that the acknowledgment policies are represented absnactly by an internal event.
Sirnilarly, the behavior i;U!TDISind indicates that the underlying sercice pro-vider cannot provide the desired service reliably all the time. Hence the transport protocol may issue a disconnect-indication event (TDISind) at any time. You can thus easily model loss, duplication, and message reordering in a specification that uses an unreliable medium.
SPECIFYING TEST SUITES IN TTCN
A T T C N specification consists of an overview, declarations, constraints, and dynamic behavior. The overview, written in English, describes the scope of the test suite. The declaration declares test-suite parameters, points ofcontrol and observation, protocol data units, abstract service primitives, and timers. Constraints let you specify values for each field of the protocol data unit and abstract service primitive. Figure 2a shows a declaration of a protocol data unit that is a connection request. Figure 2b defines the values of these four fields. If a connection request with the constraint appears in a send event in a test case's dynamic part, the test case sends a connection request that assigns the corresponding values to the parameters.
A test case's dynamic behavior specifies combinations of test-event sequences the test-suite specifier will allow. The events are combined as either sequences or sets of alternatives. A sequence of events is represented as one h e after the other. Each new event is indented once from the left to represent the progression of time. Figure 3a shows four event sequences: Figure 3b shows a test-case description structured as a tree. Test events are nodes; verdict assignments are leaves. r h e box on pp. 30-31 describes how verdicts are used in test verification.) Test events with the same indentation belong to the same predecessor event These represent the alternative events that could occur at that time. Alternative test events are specified in the order in which the tester will repeatedly attempt them until one OCCUTS. You can trap all the undesired extemal input events by specifying an Otherwise event as an altemative to the desired events. In a sequence of altemative events, an Otherwise will be the last event or the event just before a Timeout You can also structure a test case by using test steps, as Figure 3c shows, where
Step is a test step. The description of the structured test case in Figure 3c is shown as a structured tree in Figure 3d .
Every test case has an associated purpose. The correcmess of test-event sequences, the correcmess of test verdicts, and the purpose of a test case are closely related. In the test-case model based on extended hte-state machines, you express the test purpose using a regular expression on the interactions between the test case and the protocol specification.
To illustrate how a test case works, we chose a test case from a real test suite developed at the Naeonal Computing Center in Manchester.' The test case, which is shown in Figure 4 , is for the basic interconnection testing of a Class 2 transport protocol. As the figure shows, the test case starts with lower tester L sending a connection request to an implementation.
Then L sends a data protocol data unit if the connection request is accepted. After it receives an acknowledgment protocol data unit from the implementation, it disconnects the connection. In h s example, the test purpose is denoted by {L!CR. The purpose of running readve systems is not to get a h a l output, but rather to maintain some interaction with the system's environment. A reactive system is not restricted to accepting input on initiation and generating output on termination. Some of its input depends on intermediate output.
Thus, you cannot adequately speafy reactive systems by referProtocol specification is based on the communication senice to be provided and the communication service that the protocol will use. For the most part, protocol design is intuitive. Designers must also check the protocol specification to ensure that it is correct and consistent, provides the desired communication service, and offers services with acceptable efficiency.
The protocol must satisfy the rules in its specification as well as any constraints in its en- Conformance tesdng is important, because it ensures that independently generated implementations of the same protocol can work with each other. Figure A shows 
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Lotos operator. Conceptually, each transformation rule derives all possible sequential behavior from two operand behaviors related by the operator. You need transformation rules only for the operators not eliminated during normalization. We have implemented t h~s translation algorithm in Prolog. The algorithm applied to the transport protocol in Figure 1 generates the extended finite-state machme in Figure 6 .
Translating lICN data into abstract data types. T C N uses a number of predefined data types, like integer, Boolean, bit string, hex string, octet string, and character Figure 7 is an example of how to translate the tabular declaration of the connectior request (protocol data unit) in Figure 2a tc an abstract data type.
Given a protocol data unit's individua fields, you should be able to construct it Conversely, given the protocol data unit you should be able to identify its type anc extract its individual fields. Therefore, tc translate a protocol data unit into an abstract data type, you define one constructor operator to construct the protocol dat; unit, one operator to identify the unit type from a constructed protocol data unit, anc one selector operator to select each field ir the protocol data unit. test case establishes a connection with the implementation by sending a connection request (protocol data unit). Figure 8 shows the transition of& event h e to an extended-finite-state-machine notation. Figure 9 shows the test case in Figure 4 represented in extended-finite-state-machine notation.
TEST GENERATION
After you map a Lotos specification to an extended finite-state machine, you must derive test cases from it. The first step is to algorithrmcally generate the testcase control structures needed to test a desired protocol behavior. These structures are called test-case skeletons. The second step is to manually transform test-case skeletons into complete 7TCN test cases.
The number of test-case skeletons derived depends on the number of transitions e and the number of states n in the protocol's extended hte-state machine. The upper bound is given by the wellknown cyclomatic complexity e -n + 2. A test-wse derivation To illustrate how to derive a test case, we apply the algorithm for test generation to the extended finite-state machine in Figure 6 . As the figure shows, state 1 is the initial and final state. Applying step I, you select the 5,6,7,10 , 17, 10, 14, 15, l} as a partial test case. Because the transitions from state 10 to l l and from state 10 to state 18 contain internal events, you must then add the path {i,U!TDISind, L!DR, L?DC) and {it L!AK} to the p a l test case as step 2. Figure 10 shows the skeleton test case after its behavior is genemted from the protocol's extended linite-state m a b e . Figure 11 shows the complete t e s t case in TTCN. Thus, the test-verification algorithm has as its input T-EFSM, P-EFSM, and the first-in, first-out channels and their capacities.
I E E E S O F T W A R E
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TEST VERIFICATION
mi, x 77t x c x CEmp + Em3) Generating a g b l state space. To illustrate how to generate the global state space, we chose test cases written for the local single-layer test architecture. Figure  12a shows a test-verification system, in which a test case is modeled as aT-EFSM, the protocol specification as a P-EFSM, and the upper points of control and observation (PCO (U)) by two FIFO channels, LJI and UO, and the lower points of control and observation (PCO &)) by two FIFO channels, LI and LO. The following algorithm generates a global state space using state perturbation. A global state is perturbed when a new global state has been generated. A new global state is generated when one transition is executed in any of the test-verification system's extended finite-state machines.
1. Define a set of global states G that has only the initial state gl, whch consists of the initial states of the T-EFSM and the P-EFSM and all empty channels. Figure 9 against that in Figure 6 . For these extended finite-state machines, we do not consider the parameters and the predicates. We assume that the capacity of all FIFO channels is two. Figure 13 shows part of the global state space. Its analysis indicates that the test case has a few design errors. For example, state 16 represents an unspecified reception error, and state 20 represents a blocking-reception error. These errors arise because the test case does not provide a way to receive a nondeterminate disconnection-indication event TDISind. The state space also contains a few channel-overflow errors, which are due to the nondeterminate acknowledgment (protocol data unit), but they are not shown in the figure.
Because state 20, the h a l state, is erro- Figure 14 shows the possible temporal relationships among test selection, test parameterization, and derivation of executable test cases within the OS1 conformance-testing framework.
In reality, a protocol specification provides several communication functions with many mandatory and negotiable optional and alternative features in t e r m of protocol behavior, protocol parameters, and quality of service. However, a protocol implementation need not support all the communication function types stated in the specification. The implementer provides a statement to the test laboratory, called the Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement, which identifies the features the implementation does or does not support. The test designer then uses PICS pro forma to select the test cases to be applied to the implementation under test.
TEST PARAMETERIZATION
Many protocol features are not explicitly stated in the specification, but are determined during protocol implementation. Examples of such features are addressing information, timeout intervals, and number of connections supported by a connection-oriented protocol. The implementer provides another statement, called Pixit (short for Protocol Implemen-tation Extra Information for Testing), that tells the values of the implementation-dependent parameters. This information is then used to assign values to test-suite parameters.
TEST EXECUTION
An important step in test execution is translating abstract test cases to an executable form, an activity referred to as derivation in the conformance-testing standard.
As Figure 14 shows, you can do derivation in several ways.
Automatic translation of 'MCN test cases to an executable form is amactiveto implementers for debugging and development and to test laboratories for conformance testing -and several widely varylng techniques are in use.8
CIM also provides a way to automatically translate TTCN test cases to an executable form because you can use it as a test-execution language. Abstract data types can be stated using Backus-Naur Formnotations, so tools to manipulate abstract data types are already in use, and the operational semantics of an extended finite-state machine contains only a few very simple programming constructs. Thus, you can express a test case's extended finite-state machne using a simple B N F grammar and implement a tool for translating an extended finite-state inachme to C to generate an executable version of a test case.
A conformance test system contains modules for encoding or decoding protocol data units, logging all test events, and interfacing with the implementation, possibly through the underlying service. These modules are independent ofthe test cases. Executable test cases, on the other hand, are the test system's core. Figure 15 shows a prototype test-execution system for the coordinated singlelayer test archtecture running in the Unix environment.
ecause formal specification languages B are used in protocol and test specifirithout ambiguities. Although we considred Lotos as the protocol specification mguage and TTCN as the test specificaion language, the method outlined will rork for other languages, like Estelle and ,DL, because the algorithnis to translate lrotocol specifications in those languages 3 the extended finite-state machine notaion are straightfoward.
More research must be done in modeling test purposes using temporal logic and parameterizing and selecting test cases using formal definitions of PICS and Pixit. To realize the potential of a conformance log in implementation debugging, we need a more precise and structured definition of the logging mechanism.
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